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Technical

31 Build Your Own DSP Speaker .................................................. Allen Baker, KG4JJH
If your radio didn’t come with one, why not build your own?

35 An Antenna Idea for Antenna Restricted Communities .................. Cristian Paun, WV6N
A small loop antenna can give you big results.

38 A Four Tone SSB Test Generator .............................................. Dave Lyndon, AK4AA
This self-contained multi-oscillator allows convenient and precise SSB transmitter adjustment.

42 Internal Full Break-in Keying interface for the ALS-600 Amplifier .................. Phil Salas, AD5X
Don’t let your linear amp get in the way of enjoying full QSK.

45 A 160 or 80 Meter Downspout Vertical ..................................... Dave Holdeman, N9XU
This plumber’s delight from the author’s Novice days inspired this modern-day antenna for the low bands.

49 A Skype Phone Patch — No Extra Hardware Required ..................... Peter Hoffman, W6DEI
You can communicate on this popular social network by using equipment you already have in your shack.

51 How High Should Your HF Vertical Be? ....................................... Joel R. Hallas, W1ZR
We try to put horizontal antennas up pretty high — but what about verticals?

55 Product Review ................................................................. Mark Wilson, K1RO
Yaesu FT-450D HF and 6 meter transceiver; Elecraft XG3 RF signal source

News and Features

9 It Seems to Us: Fifty Years in Space ........................................... Joel P. Kleinman, N1BKE
Joel P. Kleinman, N1BKE
Surprise plaque for ARRL President Emeritus W4RA; Inside HQ; Media Hits; more.

69 Android Apps for the Amateur ................................................... William F. Vartorella, KJ4ORX
Check out this rundown of ham-related apps for the Android smartphone.

71 Homeowners Insurance and Your Radio Gear .................................. Ray Fallen, ND8L
How to buy insurance for your station.

74 Clubs: Amateur Radio’s Future .................................................. Harold Kramer, WJ1B
Why should my club become affiliated with the ARRL? Glad you asked!

75 Splitting Up Isn’t Hard to Do ...................................................... Steve Sant Andrea, AG1YK
Neither is splitting down. Here’s how to operate split frequency.

76 1950 on 40 ................................................................. Mark Zelesky, KA9O0I
How an old BC-221 frequency meter became a 40 meter transceiver.

77 Frequency Measuring Test — November 2011 .............................. H. Ward Silver, N0AX
The FMT returns to the airwaves later this month. Are you ready?

78 The Never Ending Field Day ..................................................... Yigal Rechtman, K2EFG
Some tips for operating mobile and portable.

79 The Bill Leonard, W2SKE, Professional Media Award ..................... Allen G. Pitts, W1AGP
This is your chance to honor a reporter who did an outstanding job on a story featuring Amateur Radio.

81 Happenings .............................................................................. S. Khrystyne Keane, K1SFA
Hams help out during Hurricane Irene; ARRL seeks Treasurer; ARRL Technical Excellence Award winners announced; more.
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**Our Cover**
Now that the colder months are upon us, our thoughts turn to tinkering in the shack. If your radio does not come with digital signal processing capability, why not build a DSP speaker while the winter winds blow? DSP cuts out the unwanted noise and gives you only the signal you want to hear, adapting to changes in the signal’s conditions. Allen Baker, K44JJ, offers a schematic for a DSP speaker you can build in a weekend. Turn to page 31 to get started.
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